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The Telegraph Part 4. Batteries and early railway telegraph lines Quick happy fun facts Above
you can see a Grove 'battery' being assembled. In terminology which we use irregularly today
Saying that backwards: the smallest functioning unit of a battery is a cell and so here is some
information on the 'Grove cell' It was invented by William Robert Grove in England and became
the unofficial battery of the American telegraph explosion In the drawing above, you can see the
battery table After the cells are ready, you just solder them all in series and watch the sparks
fly! The table and wooden base were treated with tar and or paraffin to shield them from the
electrolytes and to help prevent short circuits. Each approximately 2 Volt cell on the table above
could provide power for about 20 miles of main telegraph line More on local station circuits
follows in a minute Generally, there would be a large battery of cells at both ends of a mainline
circuit - so maybe in Montreal and Toronto, for example. Finally, if the current was not strong
enough Once more experience was gained, time was invested in making the electrical qualities
of the line as efficient as possible. Fooling around with chemicals and batteries Silver, gold, and
platinum are severally less susceptible of oxydation, and of chemical action generally, than
copper, and would therefore answer voltaic purposes better, but are excluded by their greater
cost, and by the fact that copper is found sufficient for all practical purposes. It is only
necessary that it be a good conductor of electricity. In certain voltaic combinations, charcoal
properly solidified has therefore been substituted for copper, the solution being such as would
produce a strong chemical action on copper. Mix 'n' Match Fun Pairs from a textbook Holy
redox, Batman! Volta had the basic knowledge to make flashlight batteries! They should have
named something after him! Back then, pure zinc was very expensive, so zinc with slight
impurities was used. However, reactive impurities such as iron or nickel resulted in the zinc
element disintegrating at a more rapid rate. So, the process of ' amalgamating ' the zinc was
used New zinc elements were acid 'pickled', then dipped in mercury, before they were used in
Grove cells I've told you kids a thousand times So it's all about burning zinc! In historical
interpretation, a premium is put on explaining 'the human experience' The gravity battery came
into use around The copper electrode was placed in the bottom of the cell's glass tumbler, and
copper sulphate crystals toilet sanitizer blue in colour were arranged around it. The copper's
wire lead was insulated so it did not come into contact with the cell contents. The crystals used
were to be smaller than walnut size and larger than dust - presumably to present a good
exposed surface area available for aqueous solution. Clean rainwater was then used to fill up
the tumbler above the level of the zinc 'crowfoot' at the top. When operating, zinc sulphate
solution forms around the zinc element The specific gravity of the copper solution is higher so a
blue layer of copper sulphate solution forms in the bottom half of the cell - this is not a portable
battery! Zinc is 'consumed' as it passes into solution. The busy little ions in solution eventually
cause dissolved copper sulphate to electroplate as elemental copper onto the copper electrode.
When the cell needs renewal, the copper mass is removed for factory reprocessing and most of
the zinc element has disappeared into solution. However, if current has not been flowing
through the cell The battery oil is a high viscosity mineral oil to prevent zinc crystals from
creeping over the sides of the battery tumbler and only a fraction of an inch is needed to seal
the top surface. As the battery was used, zinc solution could be siphoned out and replaced with
rainwater. Going 'by the book' the copper was not to be replenished by dropping copper
sulphate crystals in from the top and I'm sure that never happened, even on a bright, sunny
Saturday afternoon When the original charge of copper sulphate crystals was gone, it was time
to clean out the tumbler and renew the battery, according to 'the book'. A textbook states that
the gravity battery would last weeks in a local station circuit Sixty or seventy years into the
telegraph era, these gentlemen are having a Tarbeque. In the early s in the US, telephone poles
are being field dipped in creosote - coal tar. Note that the pole just removed is not perfect and
tapered like today's. It does have a peak shaped into its top to shed the rain - oh, the
craftsmanship of the good old days, eh? Way back in the s and s - as you may have heard most people knew very little about electricity, conductors, insulators, magnetism and of course
even our high school chemistry was not known to them Rural one-room schoolhouses were the
education institutions attended by most Canadians up to the early s. So much for having a limo
at your prom Intelligence and skills appropriate to different historical periods Generally,
workers in knew as much about building a telegraph wire line It was just very new technology no one had ever built outdoor electrical wire lines before. A few pointy-headed gurus knew
many of the theoretical details A telegraph wire line is not sheltered from the effects of the
elements and natural forces like a pampered room-temperature LAN. Even with all of our
educational background today What they learned That is just a sampling of the problems they
solved with experience and some scientific trouble-shooting. As telegraphs were the first
commercial use of electricity This was the first time humans had strung electrical conductors
across an expanse of land. The telegraph operator would be relaying instructions for resources

from the company official in charge of cleaning up the wreck. Headquarters would also be keen
to know exactly when the line would be in service again as trains would be backing up all along
the system. As with the Test Connection above, a telegraph conductor must be completely
severed As usual, the key must bridge and break the circuit to send signals. How I think this
clamp works In an real emergency, even a line tapping clamp and a telegraph key were not
needed to send. The line circuit could be cut. Then the two ends could be tapped together to
send a Morse message or bridged with scrap wire if they were pulled apart by wire line tension.
If necessary to receive a response, it might be possible to see arcing between the ends. Only in
an emergency in the wilderness would you do something like this! Quick happy fun facts The
first commercial application of electricity was to operate telegraph equipment. Telegraphs used
voltaic batteries Practical local electric generators, powered by stationary steam engines,
weren't developed until the s. It was in the s that many companies began to offer electricity from
thermal or hydraulic sources. Even then, batteries still provided the direct power for telegraph
equipment. Telegraph lines which worked well Very little current was used by telegraph
transmissions. The railway telegraph battery lines were 'closed circuits' Lardner continues: "A
serious practical inconvenience, however, attends all batteries is in which concentrated nitric
acid is used, owing to the diffusion of nitrous vapour, and the injury to which the parties
working them are exposed by respiring it. In my own experiments with Bunsen's batteries [i.
Some copper-top advertisements today speak with derision about 'plain carbon batteries' Often
these electricity generating systems were rapidly deployed across a wide geographical area
without many workers and supervisors knowing anything about the underlying electrical theory
or chemistry. The Grand Trunk telegraph rules of are full of commandments on how to save
money by taking good care of the cell components. I couldn't find any health and safety
precautions in the rules. So, workers were routinely handling acids, breathing poisonous fumes,
and handling mercury without much, or any, training on first aid measures or the long term
consequences of their work. And this was an 'easy' white collar job compared to covering
boilers with asbestos lagging, working in a coal mine, making town gas out of coal, firing a
steam locomotive, etc. Wires stapled to living trees make very bad telegraph lines Poles cut
from trees should be cut in the winter when the sap is out, debarked, and DRY before they are
used. The flow of electrical signals is not slowed by slack wires which dip between poles.
Bi-metallic wire e. Copper wire can stretch, iron wire can rust, either can break. Finding the right
conductor and the right gauge of wire to use is a difficult problem. You must brace a pole line
on a curve. Telegraph lines don't work well if you run them through railway tunnels. Whenever
possible run the telegraph wires along a rail line or a road because it is too difficult to negotiate
with all the landowners. Some materials such as ceramics or glass as 'insulators' help the
signals flow farther down the wire. Some people like to shoot at insulators or throw rocks at
them Lightning can come into a railway station building and destroy the telegraph instruments.
Rain or moisture in the air can interfere with the strength of telegraph signals. In particular, a
line of wet insulators and poles can draw some current into the ground a path of lower
resistance so little is left to flow through the wires. If wires have too much slack so they won't
break Notice how the clip white in the diagram jumps over the insulated segment. Raise the
clamp under the wire to be used until the wire sits in the longitudinal groove into which the
'main line wire' thumbscrews turn. The cable is under tension so the screws must be firmly
tightened before cutting. Saw through the wire at the break point marked You are ready to
telegraph from the site! When field use of the telegraph line is complete. Replace the CLIP to
restore the continuity of the line and leave the clamp connected Most Complicated Electrical
Circuit Edit. In this article well explain how electrical circuits work how to figure out which
outlets are on which circuit an. Electrical circuit breakers part 1 r. Most complicated electrical
circuit. Electrical problems are one of the most common. Parallel circuits are what we typically
see when we study the backside of most on board dc electrical distribution panels. Fpe federal
pacific electric stab lok electrical panel circuit breaker hazards home page. Reconditioned used
and new circuit breakers. Here we explain the fire and shock hazards associated with federal.
Figure 2 illustrates what these two circuit. This newsletter was previously sent this is an
updated version. Remote control light circuit diagram using timer gallery of electronic circuits
and projects providing lot of diy circuit diagrams robotics microcontroller. An electrical
telegraph is a telegraph that uses electrical signals usually conveyed via dedicated
telecommunication circuit or radio. A complete how to guide on electrical problem diagnosis for
dummies. Hiring an electrician is usually the best way to go where volt circuits are concerned
but if you are up to it you. The electrical telegraph or. This is the first in a series of articles
intended to. Electrical overloads can be dangerous. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. If
you have a question about some aspect of Morse telegraphy, send an email to wirechief

morsetelegraphclub. Your question will be reviewed by a panel of experts and you'll receive a
reply by email. Please include your full name and location city or town, and state or province
when submitting your question. Question: Are sources available for reproduction gravity
batteries? I'd like to have a vintage-looking gravity battery to display in my office. Finding
anything for gravity batteries seems to be almost impossible. The type I'm thinking of have a
wooden top with brass binding posts. If nothing is available, I guess I'll have to fabricate one
from scratch. Jim Wades: I have seen original gravity cells now and then, but they are quite
rare, having undoubtedly failed to survive the years in many cases. Chris Hausler: I've had no
luck locating these either. There appears to be a fair amount of interest so I'm surprised no one
has started manufacturing them. Basically you need to make the zinc crowfoot and the copper
fan for the two electrodes. The rest is just a glass jar. Ones I've seen I've seen a few in
museums don't have a top. One of the reasons you don't see them is that the zinc electrode was
sacrificial and in most I've seen the "toes" of the zinc crowfoot are mostly gone. Of course, as I
recall reading, if new ones were to be made, you'd have to amalgamate the zinc with mercury
and mercury is considered toxic these days. Ed Trump: Gravity cells are not hard to make. I
built a couple small ones several years ago and they powered a four ohm local sounder just
fine. I used large gauge No. I cast my own crowfeet out of some "pot metal" I found which
turned out to be mostly zinc and could be melted in a common electric lead pot like is used to
melt lead to make bullets with. I chiseled out a crowfoot in a piece of wood for a mold, then
melted and cast the stuff into a crowfoot-shaped electrode. I then made a hook out of steel to
bolt on it and hang the thing down into the mouth of the jar with. I put a wing-nut binding post
on the top of it and that was it. I got some large wide-mouth glass jars that were about six
inches in diameter by maybe eight inches deep. My cells were smaller than real ones. Real ones
were in jars about eight inches in diameter and a foot deep and the electrodes were bigger. But
mine worked just fine for a local four ohm Morse sounderâ€¦made it click with authority.
Nothing much is critical. The zinc crowfoot is not critical either. Just make a mold to cast one
that will fit into the jar you wish to use, and make it with four, five or six "fingers" on it. You can
hang it from a wooden lid that fits on the top of the jar with an iron bolt or rod to the center of it
and not have to hook it over the side of the jar if you want. Of course if you have a foundry lined
up to cast the things, you can have them make a sand mold that duplicates those seen in the
old drawings. The biggest problem I had was getting the copper sulphate. You can buy the stuff,
but it comes in 50 pound bags and that was just more than I wanted to mess with at the time.
You might be able to get suitable stuff from a gardening store as they use it for something
having to do with growing plants. I got a couple pounds of it somewhere and when it was used
up I "retired" the experiment. Anyway, you put the copper electrode in the bottom of the jar, and
cover it with a layer of copper sulphate crystals the bluestone a half inch or a little more deep,
fill the jar with water and hang the zinc in it so it is an inch or so below the surface of the water.
Then you short-circuit the thing connect the copper electrode directly to the zinc and wait for a
couple days until the thing starts to "work" and then you will see the solution separate into a
deep blue copper sulfate solution in the bottom part of the liquid and the top part stays clear
zinc sulfate. The liquid solutions will eventually divide so that it is half deep blue and half clear.
At this point the cell is at its maximum strength and is ready to be put to work. The difference in
specific gravity of the two solutions is what makes it separate and the cells must remain
absolutely still so the solutions don't mix. This difference in specific gravity also gives them
their name gravity cell. The shape of the zinc electrode gave them the name crowfoot cell. The
blue color of the copper sulphate crystals used to "feed" them with gave them the name
bluestone cell. I've heard that in the old days they put some mineral oil in to float on the water to
prevent evaporation and to keep the zinc sulfate from growing crystals on the zinc electrode
above the surface of the solution. These things are messy and require frequent addition of
copper sulphate crystals. The copper electrode grows copper deposits and the zinc electrode is
slowly eaten away. The cells develop about one volt each, and they need to be used in a circuit
that pulls some current all the time in order to keep them working. It was this fact that made this
kind of cell ideal for closed-circuit telegraph work. The copper sulfate solution level reduces as
the copper in it is deposited on the copper electrode and the clear zinc solution increases.
When the dividing line between the solutions reaches under a couple inches from the copper
electrode, it is time to draw off some of the zinc solution keep it in a dark jug for starting other
cells , add copper sulphate crystals to the bottom of the jar, and refill the cell with fresh water to
renew it. Short-circuit it for a while to get it going again and then cut it back into the battery
string. This job was why old-time agents and operators hated the gravity cell "locals" in railroad
depots so much before there were electric lightsâ€¦and invariably coerced a student operator to
do this messy job if they had one there learning the telegraph business. Can you imagine the
job of keeping a rack of of these things going for a telegraph wire main terminal battery? The

cells could be jumpered out one at a time to remove them from the string for maintenance.
There wasn't the high current short-circuit danger with these as there was with common
lead-acid storage batteries. The gravity cells had a pretty high internal resistance so shorting
them out even at maximum strength was not an "electrifying" event. Dodge's book The
Telegraph Instructor. Placing a low value resistor in series with the D cell reduces the current,
but even with the tensioning spring backed way off it won't sound properly. First, adjust the
magnetic gap between the armature that is mounted on the sounding bar and the ends of the
magnet core pieces. Hold the sounder bar down and set the downstop so that there is about two
or three thicknesses of ordinary typing paper between the armature and the magnet core
pieces. The armature on the sounder bar should not hit the coil magnet cores at all. Make sure
there is no mechanical defect in the sounder magnet coil mountings and that they are tightly
fastened to the "heel piece" that straps the two cores across the bottom where they mount to
the sounder plate so they can't move. Next check the sounding bar return spring tension. It
should be just enough to smartly return the sounder bar to its upstop. Also make sure the
trunnion screws where the sounder bar swings from are properly set so there is no slop, yet the
sounder bar moves freely in these trunnions without binding. It must be free to be moved by the
magnetic pull on the armature. If all this is well, the sounder should operate and sound well as
the loop is keyed. Make sure you haven't wired a diode across the sounder coil windings; this
will make the sounder sluggish. The sounder driver circuit shows the protection diode should
be connected across the keyer transistor in a reverse direction between the collector and the
emitter. They were designed to operate with between 1. In that case a 1. For these mainline type
instruments you need around 20 to 24 volts with additional series resistance in the loop to
regulate the loop current to about 50 mA. The higher voltage is necessary to overcome the high
inductance of the instrument windings. The instruments will work with less, but they won't
always sound right. These power bricks can serve as a simple and readily available alternative
to a higher voltage supply. It's true that larger voltages dropped across larger resistors improve
the time constant of the circuit, but I've had no performance problems with the above
configuration. If you use a 1. Enough to work, perhaps, but maybe not as "snappy" as you'd
like. This works well for me. Question: One aspect of the original telegraph system has puzzled
me for some time. It appears as though batteries supplied power to the system when no
message was being passed, i. This seems like a huge waste of batteries. Am I missing
something, or was supplying continuous power to the system and the resulting battery
replacement a requirement? Jim Wades: The practice of utilizing a normally closed NC system
offered a variety of advantages, both economic and technical, a sample of which includes:. As
for batteries, the old crowfoot batteries were ideally suited to an NC loop. By the latter part of
the 19th century, however, larger telegraph networks utilized power supplied by generators and,
later, rectifier units to provide the necessary loop supply current for the various circuits. For
simple telegraph circuits, say between two points, normally open NO systems were utilized.
Such systems could be powered by dry-cells and the like, and, of course, power consumption
was an issue. Perhaps the most common examples are learner's sets and the neighborhood
telegraph line! Short telegraph circuits for railroad block operation might be another example.
Ed Trump: There were some very good reasons that the closed circuit system was almost
universally used on Morse wire circuits in the USA and Canada. Single wire, ground or earth
return circuits were normally used, which had half the resistance of a metallic loop, since the
earth return contributed no resistance to the circuit if it was more than a few miles in length.
The only circuit resistance was due to the line wire resistance and the resistance in the
instrument windings or other equipment in circuit. With a closed circuit system, all the battery
could be located at the ends of the wire circuit, often hundreds of miles apart. All the other
stations only had to have a key, relay and local sounder or perhaps only a key and a mainline
sounder and a rudimentary switchboard for wire testing and patching. Mainline battery could be
located all at one end of a circuit, and the far end of the wire simply run to earth, but there were
some technical reasons for splitting the battery source in two and locating half of it at each end
of the circuit. This had to do with improving operation due to line leakage in wet weather and
allowed testing for opens and grounds in the circuit from testing offices at the end or
intermediate points of the wire. A typical mainline telegraph wire operated with main battery
open-circuit voltages of typically to volts but the line current was nominally only about 50
milliamperes. Thus the actual power consumption was pretty small per wire. In the early days
racks and racks of Daniell cells or gravity also known as crowfoot or bluestone cells producing
about one volt per cell would comprise a main line terminal telegraph battery. About cells would
be all connected in series for a main battery in a terminal office. With an open-circuit system,
each station had to supply and maintain its own operating battery to work the circuit, which was
an impractical and uneconomical situation for long overland circuits with many stations or

offices on them. Open-circuit systems were more commonly used for block circuits on short
stretches of high-traffic railroads, and for practice sets and some private circuits where
supplying dry-cell battery at low voltages was not costly. The circuits were also often as not
metallic loops which could use low voltage battery supply and ran at much higher current levels
than long mainline closed-circuit telegraph wires using low level line currents and higher
voltage terminal battery. Another advantage of a closed-circuit system is that it is always under
test. That is, it is a series-connected circuit and any interruption at any point is immediately
noticed by all the offices that are on the circuit, because the wire goes open and no
communication can be carried out until the circuit is closed again. In the case of a wire break,
the offices along the line could each temporarily connect a ground wire in their switchboards on
each side of their office to ascertain in which direction from that office the break was located
and start out a lineman to make repairs. The wire would immediately be restored to operation in
the opposite direction in this case, and the intermediate ground later removed when the break
was repaired and the wire "cut through". When a wire was not broken but became grounded,
thus interrupting through service, a wirechief at a testing point near one end of the wire in
question could call up the offices along the circuit in succession on the wire in question or on
another adjacent wire and have them each briefly open the faulted wire in their switchboards to
ascertain between which two stations the ground fault was located. Then linemen would be
dispatched to clear the fault. Much of the detail of landline telegraphy practices and how it
worked has been forgotten, but there are some books available that adequately describe a lot of
it. George B. It was written around the time of the American Civil war and is still a good
reference on how it all worked. The technology changed but little after that time until the end of
the manual telegraph era, circa Reprints of this book are currently available from book sellers.
Question: I'd like to connect the local telegraph loop at Exporail with the Canadian dialup hub.
Unfortunately we don't have a telephone line available for this purpose, but we do have
high-speed Internet. Is there any way we can use the Internet to make this connection? Les
Kerr: What you'll need is 1 a computer at the Exporail site to connect the telegraph loop to one
of the MorseKOB wires, 2 a second computer at some other location to link that MorseKOB wire
to the Canadian hub, and 3 an operating agreement with the MorseKOB and dialup hub wire
chiefs to set up the link between the two systems. Connecting a key straight key or bug to a
computer running the KOB program is very simple. All you need is a pair of wires from the key
to a serial port on the computer. If your computer doesn't have a serial port, you can use a
USB-to-serial adapter instead. Adding a sounder is not much harder, but you'll need to build an
interface circuit such as the one described in the MorseKOB Tutorial. It only requires a few
inexpensive parts. To tie into an existing telegraph loop, like you have at Exporail, is a bit
trickier. For this you'll need a MorseKOB loop interface. Assembling this circuit requires more
skill than the simple sounder driver, but once you get it working it does a fine job. Here's what
you need:. The MorseKOB modem cable is used to connect the modem to the computer, but it's
not the same as a standard, off-the-shelf 9 pin to 25 pin modem cable. It needs to be wired with
the following pin connections:. Since the modem is connected to the computer's serial port you
won't be able to use an external key or sounder at the same time, but you'll still be able to send
using the computer's keyboard and hear incoming Morse over the speakers. With the
equipment described above, you can enable a single dialup Morse user to access the
MorseKOB network whenever you like. Technically, moreover, nothing prevents you from using
your modem to call one of the dialup hubs, which then connects all the users of that hub to the
MorseKOB wire. If this is done in an unplanned manner, however, disruption to the system is
possible and other users could be impacted. Dates and times of operation, the MorseKOB wire
number to be used, and other requirements can be agreed upon to ensure smooth operation for
all concerned. Internet link between the Exporail site and the dialup hub. The block diagram
shows the main components of the system, with dashed lines representing connections made
over the Internet. There are actually two separate circuits between XO and BA, but for simplicity
only one is shown in the diagram. The train depot was built in and I'd like the display to reflect
telegraphy of that age. The original telegraph system probably required the use of batteries
since the town of Kingsville was established in as a railroad town and at that time the
community was not yet on the power grid. The train line through Kingsville runs from Robstown
to Brownsville, a distance of miles. How many batteries would be required to transmit messages
over miles? How many volts? If a message was sent from Robstown to Brownsville would it
travel the entire distance or would it have to be copied by a telegrapher and resent somewhere
in between the two towns? The museum has a number of mainline sounders and keys, and also
a Western Union 4-C relay. I'm setting up a 4 foot board with a key and mainline sounder, and
I'm making little telegraph poles to hold the wires. I want to incorporate the relay as well, but I'm
not totally sure what its function was. Can you give me a description of its use? I plan on using

a 9 volt battery to power the set up. How would the relay be connected? I'd like to simulate a
battery from the era. Would a crowfoot battery be appropriate? Ed Trump: Telegraph wires were
powered by direct current DC and in the era were powered by large main batteries in the
telegraph offices at each end of the wire. One single iron wire was used for the line between the
offices, insulated on the poles with the common type glass insulators. Earth was used for the
return current path. The main line batteries at each end of the line were made up of large
numbers of one volt cells wired in series to provide a total voltage of about volts. With volts of
terminal battery at each end of the line, the DC current in the telegraph main line wire would be
about 50 to 60 milliamperes for a line around to miles long constructed of galvanized No. A
telegraph line would easily work over the distance from Robstown to Brownsville. That is,
Robstown could easily send direct to Brownsville without any relaying done at any intermediate
point. Since a telegraph wire is a series DC circuit, any office connected in the line could send
and all the other offices in the circuit would be able to receive the message. The telegraph keys
had a circuit closing lever on the right side, and when the key was not actually being used to
send with, this circuit closer had to be kept closed to keep the line circuit closed, else no
communication could be done. An office wishing to call another office would open the circuit
closer on his key, then work the key to send the Morse code call letters of the office it wished to
communicate with, and then close his key circuit closer to wait for the distant office to answer.
The Morse relay was an instrument that was used in nearly all telegraph offices circa Its
purpose was to repeat the Morse signals from the relatively small current in the main line wire
into the local loop circuit that was connected to the contacts of the relay and operate the local
sounder with a clear and distinct signal no matter how weak the signals were in the line circuit.
The electromagnet coils in the relay were connected in series into the main line circuit from the
switchboard where the main line wire was brought into the office from the towns in either
direction. The contacts on the mainline relay were connected so they could make and break the
circuit to the local sounder magnet windings. The local sounder circuit was powered by two
crowfoot cells that provided about one volt each. The crowfoot cells were wired in series with
the local sounder coils and the relay contacts. Battery type local sounders were wound to a
resistance of about 4 ohms and used 3 volts for battery. Local circuit current was about
milliamperes with the 4 ohm sounders. Telegraph office with relay and local sounder. Each
telegraph office on the same line was equipped with a switchboard, a key, a main line Morse
relay, a local sounder, and a local battery. The main line wire came into the switchboard from
each direction, and was then connected to the instruments on the operator's table. This put the
relay magnets and the key in series with the line circuit. The contacts on the relay were
connected in series with the local sounder and the local battery, which normally consisted of
two crowfoot cells in series. The switchboard had a ground wire available on it and means of
opening the line circuit on each side of the instruments in the office and attaching the ground
wire in place of the line wire. This was provided so that if the line wire were to be broken down
or burned down by lightning in one direction or the other, the operator could temporarily
connect the ground wire and thus restore communications with the distant offices in the
opposite direction from the break in the line, using the current provided by the terminal battery
at that distant end of the line. Of course if more than one wire ran along the pole line, the
switchboard provided the means of not only connecting in the relays and keys in the office
assigned to the other wires, but provided a means of testing and crosspatching the line wire
circuits if it became necessary in case of line troubles. To set up a simulated telegraph circuit,
ideally you would need a Morse relay, a key, and a local sounder at each end of the display on
your board. You would then equip each end of the line with a local circuit connected to the relay
contacts and two cells of simulated crowfoot battery for local circuit power and the local
sounder. If you have only one relay, you can substitute a main line sounder at the other end and
wire it in series with the key and not use a relay and local sounder. This was common practice
in offices where maintenance of a local circuit and its batteries was not desired. If you don't
have any local sounders, you may use a mainline sounder in place of a local sounder in the
relay's local circuit. You will have to use about 6 volts DC for the local circuit instead of 3 volts
as the ohm main line sounder needs more battery to work. The main line circuit would then use
one single wire conductor between the "offices" on your small poles. You would have to hide a
wire under the board to simulate the "earth" return connection. For a simple display like this,
you don't need to provide main line battery at each end. Putting it all at one end will suffice.
Ohm's law says that the current times the resistance will equal the voltage needed in the circuit.
In this case you will want about 60 milliamperes or 0. Question: Conventional telephone twisted
pair builds up capacitance rapidly, necessitating addition of load coils or other equalizing
methods to pass the higher audio frequencies. In a single wire elevated above ground as in
telegraph circuits it would seem line inductance would build up on very long runs, capacitance

not building up as it does on twisted pair so rapidly. What effect does it actually have? It seems
inductance would make the sounder sound "soft", not a sharp snap. Ed Trump: Single wire
earth-return DC telegraph circuits suffer very little from line inductance. The lumped inductance
of the magnet coil windings in the series connected telegraph instruments far outweighs the
contribution of distributed line conductor inductance, and is mostly responsible for line current
rise-time delay. Very long circuits will have distributed capacitive reactance with earth that
somewhat counteracts the inductive properties in opening and closing the circuit, but the
combined effect is fairly negligible on even long open wire single conductor circuits. As long as
the open-circuit terminal voltage applied to the circuit is sufficient to reduce the line current rise
time when the circuit is opened and closed, the distributed inductive and capacitive properties
of the line wire itself have little effect on circuit operation. This is one reason main line terminal
battery voltages were kept at a fairly high value, usually higher than 80 volts, and typically
around to volts at each end of very long circuits. Polar circuits , where the operating battery is
reversed in polarity rather than simply turned on and off on the circuit, are affected by line
conductor inductance and capacitance even less. DC telegraph operation over cable circuits,
where the conductors are in close proximity with other cable conductors and the cable sheath,
is much more affected by the higher distributed capacitance in the cable. Operation is much
different than that of open wire line on poles in regard to both keying speeds and distance that
can be run without regenerative repeaters. Question: I have just started to get into signaling and
Morse code and a friend found me two Signal Corps telegraph sets at a garage sale. These are
U. Army TGB sets complete with headphones, buzzer and key. They work, but I know absolutely
nothing about hooking them up. According to the wiring diagram's instructions I think I need a
45 volt power supply. Where can I get the instruction manual for this type of telegraph set and
do I need a 45 volt supply or is that amped up from the battery box in the unit? Les Kerr: You're
in luck! The instruction manual for your telegraph set can be downloaded from This marvelous
site has manuals for a wide variety of military equipment most famously the No. TGB Field
telegraph set click to enlarge. You won't need a 45 volt supply to operate your telegraph set, or
even the The TGB has a 4, ohm relay that can be adjusted for line currents as low as 0. Or,
instead of a lantern battery, you could make yourself a battery pack that accepts four D cells.
You'll need a separate line battery for each set, and also a pair of D cells per set for the local
battery. The only other thing you'll need is a pair of wires between your two sets connecting
binding posts L1 and L2. The manual gives detailed instructions on how to test the installation
and adjust the relay spring tension for proper operation. I'd like to be able to learn a little click
and clack Morse. Are there any online courses available? The course works in conjunction with
the MorseKOB program, which can be downloaded from morsekob. The best thing about the
KOB program is that you can also use it to hear live operators sending landline Morse over the
Internet. Dodge 7th edition, the table for the Continental or International Code gives strange
codes for some of the punctuation marks. A page from the edition of The Telegraph Instructor ,
by G. Note the unusual codes given for the period, comma, and exclamation point. Les Kerr:
This was the toughest question sent to the Wire Chief so far, and it very nearly stumped our
panel of experts. The January, , issue of QST advises hams to "use new punctuation symbols.
Perhaps the string of six dots was too easily confused with the number 5 five dots or the error
signal eight dots. And the underlying rhythm of the modern code for period, didahdidahdidah ,
is exactly the same as for the spaced code didit didit didit. The most intriguing document I came
across during my search for information was a page report written in by Samuel Morse himself.
Morse was a U. Morse apparently had second thoughts about the wisdom of the spaced letters
in his original code, and he generally supported the European efforts to update the code. He did
not agree with their choice of codes for punctuation, however. His own recommendation for the
period, in fact, was a single dotâ€”the same as the letter E! Question: What lubricant should be
used for keys, relays, sounders, and other telegraph items? Chris Hausler: I'd suggest a
cleaning of the "bearing surfaces". I've seen cases where rust and or grime will interfere with
the pivoting of a key or sounder at the trunnions and all that is needed is a good cleaning and
maybe a little polishing and rust removal with emery cloth or some similar fine abrasive if
necessary unless it's real bad and more aggressive procedures are needed. I just usually use
some paper towel and that's abrasive enough. I suppose a little graphite wouldn't hurt for
lubrication if believed to be necessary, but I wouldn't use any oil of any kind. Jim Wades: I agree
with Chris's assessment. I've never lubricated a telegraph instrument. However, if I were to
lubricate a bearing surface on a telegraph instrument, I would probably use Rem Oil , which is
readily available at gun stores or any sporting goods store that carries firearms. I would also
use it sparingly. Derek Cohn: For pivots, I have to agree with Chris. I think in very few situations
have I had to add a lubricant. I sometimes smear 3-in-1 oil onto the cleaned surface but that's to
retard further rusting. I don't see any harm in adding a little bit of oil to the pivot points, though

some people might point out that it's an insulator and many of the pivots are in the loop path
which is why Vibroplex adds the copper pigtail to their bugs with jeweled bearings. For moving
threaded parts, such as dot contact screws, spring adjustment screws, etc. The teletype guys
who I pal around with hate 3-in-1 oil for their machines but those are high wear, high
temperature, high contaminant applications and say that Teletype corporation recommended
20w non-detergent motor oil. I was able to find some at our local "good" hardware store not the
big-box type and that's probably what I should use for lubing my keys. Add any oil you like
afterwards. To improve the travel of threaded components, I use 3-in Question: How was a
railroad telegraph wired to the line? I've never been able to find drawings or photos which show
the actual, physical methods of tapping the overhead wire and bringing the wiring into the
station building including the means of providing for lightning protection and physical location
of the hardware. Ed Trump: A telegraph circuit is a series circuit; that is, all stations are
connected in series with one another. Any station opens the circuit and sends, all the other
stations connected on that wire receive what is sent. The telegraph line wire is physically
broken on a designated pole near the station by means of what is called a break iron. This is a
short iron bar about eight inches long, an inch and a quarter wide, and about half an inch thick.
On the ends of this bar are two metal insulator pins, with wood cobs and standard telegraph
insulators screwed thereon. The break iron is mounted on the top of the crossarm so that the
two insulators are in line with the wire to be cut in. The wire is cut and deadended on the two
insulators. The wire is pulled around the insulator and twisted on itself twice, then three buttons
are wrapped around the main wire, and a short "pigtail" is left pointing down. This provides a
break point in the telegraph circuit in that wire, and preserves the strength of the pole line
construction. Early construction then ran two wires from the break iron in a slack span down to
some insulators fastened to a crossarm fixture on the station wall to bring both directions of the
circuit to the building. Smaller gauge copper wires then attached to these drop wires, and ran
inside the building through insulating bushings to the location of the switchboard. Later
construction utilized a cable box located on the top of the station's cable pole. Smaller gauge
insulated copper bridle wires were connected to each pigtail on each side of the break irons and
then routed up into the cable box through insulating bushings where they were connected into
the cable that ran down the pole and into the station building to the switchboard location. Early
switchboards were generally of the crossbar type with the line connections for each circuit
entering the building connected at the top of a pair of vertical brass straps mounted on a
hardwood backing that was in turn mounted on the wall, or in heavy lightning districts, mounted
on some iron straps that stood it out away from the wall eight inches or so. This was to prevent
lightning from setting the building afire in case of direct lightning strikesâ€”hopefully the
resulting fire in the switchboard could be extinguished before it set the wall afire. Sheets of tin
were usually fastened to the wall behind such switchboard installations to provide further fire
protection. There was a pair of vertical straps for each wire terminating in the switchboard, thus
presenting both directions "east" and "west", or "north" and "south" of the line circuit for
making connections. The office instruments, telegraph relay and key, were connected via
crosswise copper straps on the back side of the wood switchboard frame that connected with
brass buttons or discs on the front of the board located between each vertical pair of line
straps. Holes were arranged between the vertical bars and the rows of horizontal discs so that
little brass pegs with insulated knobs could be pushed in to make connections between the
discs and vertical straps. Any vertical bar could be connected with any horizontal disc, making
it possible to connect a set of instruments, open, ground and crosspatch to any wire in the
switchboard. Each wire that had instruments assigned to it had a pair of pegs in the
switchboard connecting the key and relay to the east and west or north and south directions of
the circuit. The key and relay for each wire were connected in series with one another at the
telegraph desk or table. In this manner, the telegraph circuit made a complete loop from the
"east" line into the station, to the switchboard, through the key, relay back through the
switchboard and back out to the "west" line. When the telegraph office was unattended,
Company rules usually dictated that the instruments on all wires in the office were to be cut out
or disconnected from the line circuits at the switchboard. This was easily accomplished by
moving one of the pegs in the board. A typical railroad way office would have three sets of
instruments, a key and relay, on the telegraph table. One was typically for the Railroad
Dispatcher's wire, one was for the Railroad Company message wire, and a third set was for the
Western Union way wire. There were possibly other "thru" wires brought into the switchboard
for testing purposes only, that did not have instruments assigned to them. These wires were
simply cut through at the switchboard and not disturbed except on specific direction of the
distant wire chief in case of testing for troubles. Lightning protection in the early installations
was rudimentary and consisted of only a horizontal brass strap that was positioned across all

the vertical line straps on the front of the switchboard with a small air gap of a couple
thirty-seconds of an inch between it and the line straps. The horizontal bar was permanently
connected to the station's ground plate buried in the earth. Near lightning strikes on the line
would cause arcing between the ground strap and the line straps on the switchboards, and the
ground strap would have to be taken off occasionally and carefully dressed with a file to remove
pitting damage due to this arcing. This arrangement normally provided sufficient protection to
all but direct lightning strikes on the line nearby. Nothing much protected the office from those,
and lightning damage to instruments and switchboards was not uncommon. Additional holes
between the line straps and the ground bar on the switchboard allowed connection pegs to be
inserted to ground any wire "east" or "west". In case of a line failing open this was done to
determine in which direction the trouble was from the station. Later improvements in
switchboard design after the turn of the 20th century provided line and instrument fuses and
better lightning arrestor devices, and provided line and patching jacks for each line and
instrument connection so that wire patching and testing was made easier and safer for the
operators. Gravity batteries Sounder electrical power Closed-circuit telegraphy Linking dialup
Morse and the Internet Museum display Line inductance Field telegraph set Learning American
Morse Strange punctuation codes Lubricant for telegraph instruments Office wiring. Gravity
battery. Morse relay. A signal is defined as any physical or virtual quantity that varies with time
or space or any other independent variable or variables. Graphically, the independent variable is
represented by horizontal axis or x-axis. And the dependent variable is represented by vertical
axis or y-axis. Mathematically, a signal is a function of one or more than one independent
variables. Table of Contents. It depends on a single independent variable. It either varies linearly
or non-linearly depending on the expression of the signal. Examples of single variable signal
are:. A two-variable signal varies with the change in the two independent variables. Example of
a two-variable signal is. A signal is defined by its characteristics. It shows the nature of the
signal. These characteristics are given below:. Amplitude is the strength or height of the signal
waveform. Visually, it is the height of the waveform from its centerline or x-axis. The amplitude
of a signal varies with time. For example, the amplitude of a sine wave is the maximum height of
the waveform on Y-axis. Periodic signals repeat its cycle after some time. The number of cycles
in a second is known as Frequency. The unit of Frequency is hertz Hz and one hertz is equal to
one cycle per second. It is measured along the x-axis of the waveform. For example, a sine wave
of 5 hertz will complete its 5 cycles in a one second. The time period of a signal is the time in
which it completes its one full cycle. The unit of the time period is Second. For example, a sine
wave of time period 10 sec will complete its one full cycle in 10 seconds. The phase of a
sinusoidal signal is the shift or offset in its origin or starting point. The phase shift can be
lagging or leading. The size of a signal is a number that shows the strength or largeness of that
signal. Because of this variation, we cannot say that its amplitude can be its size. To measure
the signal size, we have to take into account the area covered by the amplitude of the signal
within the time duration. According to the size of the signal, there are two parameters. The
energy of the signal is the area of the signal under its curve. But the signal can be in both
positive and negative region. For a signal g t , the area under the g 2 t is known as the Energy of
the signal. This energy is not taken as in its conventional sense, but it shows the signal size.
Therefore, its unit is not joule. The unit of energy depends on the signal. The energy of a signal
can be measured only if the signal is finite. If the signal is an infinite signal i. In such a case, we
take the time average Time period of the energy of the signal as the power of the signal. Similar
to Energy of the signal, this power is also not taken in the conventional sense. It will also
depend on the signal to be measured. If the signal is a voltage signal , then the power will be in
volts 2. Just like the energy of the signal, the measurement of the power of a signal also has
some limitation that the signal must be of a periodic nature. Signals are classified into different
categories based on their characteristics. Some of these categories are given below. The signal
can be classified into analog or digital category base on their amplitude. This classification is
based on only vertical-axis amplitude of the signal. And it does not have any relation with
horizontal-axis time axis. The amplitude of an analog signal can have any value including
fractions at any point in time. That means analog signal have infinite values. The special case of
Digital signal having two discrete values is known as Binary signal. However, the number of
values for amplitude in a digital signal is not limited to only two. This classification is based on
the horizontal axis time axis of the signal. Continuous and discrete time signals should not be
confused with analog and digital signal respectively. A continuous time signal is a signal whose
value amplitude exists for every fraction of time t. A discrete time signal exists only for a
discrete value of time t. Remember , there is no limitation on the amplitude of the signal. That is
why it should not be confused with the analog or digital signal. Energy signals have finite
energy. Similarly, a signal with finite power is known as Power signal. A power signal is a

periodic signal i. An Energy signal has finite Energy but zero power. And a Power signal has
finite Power but infinite Energy. An infinite signal that has no periodic nature is neither Energy
nor Power signal. A periodic signal is a signal which keeps repeating its pattern after a
minimum fixed time. The mathematical expression for periodic signal g t is:. T 0 is the Time
period of signal g t. The aperiodic or non-periodic signal is a signal which does not repeat itself
after a specific time. These signals have no repetitions of any pattern. A signal which can be
represented in mathematical or graphical form is called deterministic signal. Deterministic
signals have specified amplitude, frequency etc. They are easy to process as they are defined
over a long period of time and we can Evaluate its outcome if they are applied to a specific
system based on its expression. The random or non-deterministic signal is a signal which can
only be represented in probabilistic expression rather than its full mathematical expression.
Every signal that has some kind of uncertainty is a random signal. Noise signal is the best
example of the random signal. Generally, every message signal is a random signal because we
are uncertain of the information to be conveyed to the other side. Some basic operation of
signals are given below. Time-shifting means movement of the signal across the time axis
horizontal axis. A time shift in a signal does not change the signal itself but only shifts the
origin of the signal from its original point along time-axis. Basically, addition in time is time
shifting. To time-shift a signal g t , t should be replaced with t-T , where T is the seconds of
time-shift. Therefore, g t-T is the time-shifted signal by T seconds. Time shift can be right-shift
delay or left-shift advance. If the time-shift T is positive than the signal will shift to the right
delay. For example, the signal g t-4 is the shifted version of g t with 4 seconds delay. If the
time-shift T is negative than the signal will shift to the left advance. Time scaling of a signal
means to compress or expand the signal. It is achieved by multiplying the time variable of the
signal by a factor. The signal expands or compresses depending on the factor. Suppose a
signal g t than its scaled version is g at. And the operation is called signal compression.
Compressing a signal will make the signal fast as it becomes smaller and its time duration
become less. And the operation is called signal dilation. After scaling, the origin of the signal
remains unchanged. Expanding the signal will make the signal slow as it becomes wider and
covers more time duration. In time inversion , the signal is flipped about the y-axis vertical axis.
The resultant signal is the mirror image of the original signal. Mathematically, the time-invert of
signal g t is g -t. Your email address will not be published. Electrical Technology 1 8 minutes
read. Show More. Related Articles. One Comment. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Check Also. Close Search for. Adblock Detected Our website is
made possible by displaying online advertisements to our visitors. Please consider supporting
us by disabling your ad blocker. We depends on ad revenue to keep creating quality content for
you to learn and enjoy for free. Search for the phone model and "wiring" or "schematic. North
5H6 wiring. This is a library of basic schematics, wiring diagrams and other information that can
be useful to anyone interested in restoring or repairing vintage telephone equipment. Generally,
the information in the Library is limited to equipment that was made prior to We will make an
attempt to locate it and add it to the library. To see all manufacturers, browse the complete list
below. Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company? Nordhausen, Leninallee 2a. Published on 21
March By Paul F downloads. Published on 10 February By Anonymous downloads. Contributed
by Jeff Lamb. Published on 24 March By Paul F downloads. Published on 27 November By Paul
F downloads. We're not sure what it's for or where it came from. It uses some creative and
seldom seen symbols, though. Update: Check out the expanded diagram. Search for Wiring
Diagram -- Don't use this one! Published on 26 July By Paul F downloads. This is a
non-commercial site intended for telephone historians, collectors and other enthusiasts of
vintage telephone equipment. All material posted here is distributed for non-commercial
purposes. All Rights Reserved. North 5H6 wiring This is a library of basic schematics, wiring
diagrams and other information that can be useful to anyone interested in restori
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ng or repairing vintage telephone equipment. Folder Allen Tel Products. Folder Automatic
Electric. Folder Connecticut Telephone and Electric. Folder Ericsson. Folder Garford North
Sumpter. Folder Garford Telephones. Folder General Information. Folder Leich. Folder Military
German. Folder Military United States. Folder North Electric. Folder PMG Australia. Folder PTT
France. Folder PTT the Netherlands. It changed its name to Belgacom in Folder Russia. Folder
Siemens. Folder Stromberg Carlson. Folder Sumter Telephones. Folder Western Electric.
Contributed by Steve Hilsz and Steve Cichorsky. Processed by Remco Enthoven and Paul
Fassbender. Contributed by Paul Fassbender. An expanded version of the previous diagram. Or

is the previous diagram a cropped version of this one? Either way, there are some interesting
symbols to be found here. Contributed by John Toebes. New User? Read the articles under
"Introduction" in the black menu bar above. Please send a file to add your name to this list!

